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Haute Time was recently in Miami, where we had the privilege of visiting the Hublot Bal
Harbour Boutique. After our visit to the manufacture’s New York boutique on Madison
Avenue, it was interesting to see different pieces available exclusively at the Bal Harbour
location, including the “305″ collections, a tribute to Miami’s area code.
Here’s your exclusive look at what we saw:
King Power “Miami 305″

This 48mm King Gold timepiece is part of a 50-piece limited edition. The skeleton dial
features a white plate and blue flange, with a white minute track, gold-colored numerals,
and 5N gold-plated indexes and hands coated with blue SuperLuminovaTM. The solid
King Gold caseback features an engraving of downtown Miami. This piece is completed
by a blue Hornback alligator strap stitched onto white rubber.

Big Bang Caviar “Lady 305″

This 41mm steel timepiece is the female counterpart to the “Miami 305″. The ocean blue
of the Big Bang Caviar “Lady 305” timepiece evokes the sand, sun and sea of South
Florida. The bezel is set with 36 topazes, while the dial is rhodium PVD ceramic with the
date indicated at 3 o’clock. The solid caseback is engraved with a view of Miami’s
famous South Beach. This piece is completed by a blue alligator leather strap sewn onto
black rubber.

Classic Fusion Skeleton Tourbillon King Gold

This 45mm timepiece features an 18K King Gold case and bezel. The open-worked dial
showcases the manual-winding skeleton tourbillon movement, with gold-plated appliques
and hands. The Hublot logo is printed on the inner side of the sapphire crystal. This
watch is part of a limited edition of 99 pieces.

King Power Spider Bang

This is the first time we’ve seen this piece, which is a tribute to mixed martial artist
champion Anderson “The Spider” Silva. Housed in a black ceramic case, the dial of this
piece is decorated with a web, and features a yellow spider at 9 o’clock. The minutes and
Hublot logo are also in yellow. A black alligator leather strap with yellow stitching
completes this piece.

Big Bang Tutti Frutti Apple

This 41mm red gold timepiece is a unique ladies’ design. The bezel is decorated with 48
baguette tsavorites, while the matte white dial features gold accents on the hour track,
hands, central chronograph hand and sub dials. This piece is completed by a green
crocodile leather strap sewn onto green rubber.
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